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Project report: Vesper Video Education Series
Furthering science and habitat restoration for an imperiled Oregon bird
Organization: Vesper Meadow Education Program, program of The Understory Initiative
501c3
The Vesper Video Education Series has been completed thanks to the support of The Klamath
Bird Observatory as our research partners, and The Understory Initiative as our primary
restoration partners. We are indebted to The Oregon Birding Association for the ability to
create two educational videos that highlight the importance of research and monitoring rare
bird species.
We consulted with local teachers at the Talent Outdoor Discovery Program to hear teacher
input about educational content. During the Vesper Sparrow nesting season (May-June) we
filmed with The Klamath Bird Observatory and coordinate with The Understory Initiative to
complete the filming through the summer months
Videos were launched on social media, through our mailing list, and with the support of our
partners. Over 150 local teachers were directly contacted with the video links. They are
available on our Youtube channel:
Research to Save the Imperiled Oregon Vesper Sparrow: highlights our work with the Klamath
Bird Observatory to better understand Vesper Sparrow’s habitat needs, fledgling behavior, and
and winter migration habits for full life-cycle stewardship. We are proud to report on being the
first site in Oregon to host a MOTUS station as well as to continue working with community
scientists to monitor Vesper Sparrows at the preserve. Students and volunteers continue to
participate in Vesper Sparrow surveys and other data collection. It is wonderful to share this
with students around the region as they visit Vesper Meadow and partake in science activities.
Available: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gv5xegZPNyg&t=15s
Habitat Restoration for the Imperiled Oregon Vesper Sparrow: highlights our efforts to restore
the native plant community through volunteer-powered restoration. Working together with
The Understory Initiative, we are in the process of actively restoring 10 acres of native grass
and forbs in an area of the preserve that was severely degraded by invasive grasses. Through
suppression of non-native grasses, seed collection and regrowth, volunteers partake in the
whole cycle of habitat stewardship. Throughout the expanded 950 acres of the Preserve, we are
incorporating Vesper Sparrow research and monitoring for best practices in management and
laying the foundation for future restoration strategies. The support of OBA has allowed us to

share the bigger understandings of land stewardship and build this community of engaged
volunteers.
Available: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GpazObL3CyY&t=3s

A volunteer supports Vesper Sparrow monitoring at the Vesper Meadow Restoration Preserve:

Vesper Meadow Director, Jeanine Moy displays education materials for student programming
at the Preserve.

Local students conduct Vesper Sparrow habitat monitoring and learn about the MOTUS radio
technology. Students who participate in field trips get preview of the work by watching the
Vesper Sparrow video series before coming to the Preserve.

A student participates in Vesper Sparrow habitat restoration at the meadow and discovers an
abandoned nest (although not from a Vesper Sparrow)

Dr. Sarah Rockwell of the Klamath Bird Observatory collaborates with Vesper Meadow to lead a
Vesper Sparrow community survey walk.

Volunteers collect native grass and forb seed for meadow restoration efforts at the Preserve

An area of degraded meadow is tarped to suppressive invasive grasses and prepare for seeding
of native meadow species.

Native grass and flower species growing two years following the removal of a tarping at the
meadow

The humble, beautiful, and imperiled Oregon Vesper Sparrow

Vesper Sparrow nests monitored at the Preserve 2021-2022

